
Never Give Up! 
  

The following article by Gerhard Lauck appeared in the last issue of the NS 

KAMPFRUF (#115 March-April 1995) published shortly before his second 

political imprisonment (1995-1999). 

  

   Over a period of more than 

twenty years of continuous politi-

cal activism, I have experienced 

many successes and many set-

backs.  It is easy to celebrate the 

victories.  It is harder, but far more 

important, to carry on despite the 

setbacks. 

   Here are some thoughts that help 

me through the bad times.  I wish 

to share them with you, my dear 

comrades, in the hope that they 

may one day help you as well. 

   First: If the National Socialist 

idea can survive the military de-

feat in World War Two, the de-

struction of the Third Reich, and 

the death of our beloved Leader 

Adolf Hitler, then it can certainly 

survive any other setback, too – 

even the loss of an important 
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fighter, a leader or even an entire group of fighters.  As long as even ONE National 

Socialist lives, THE FIGHT GOES ON! 

   Second: As long as one White man and one White woman remain, the struggle 

for the survival of the White Race continues.  Even though the White race is a mi-

nority on this planet, there are still hundreds of millions of White people. 

   Third: Great, incredible world-historical changes are always possible.  Nobody 

knows the future. German history itself provides many such examples: 

   In the proud and powerful German Reich of 1910, who would have imagined the 

humiliation of 1919?  In the chaos of the 1920’s the rebirth in the 1930’s?  After 

the victories of 1940 the catastrophe of 1945?  After 1945 the economic miracle of 

the 1950’s and 1960’s?  In 1985 the coming collapse of the Berlin Wall, the com-

munist “DDR” and even the Soviet Union?  (I never expected to see these things 

during my life time.  Did you?) 

   Fourth: History is always made by minorities: minorities who fight! 

   Adolf Hitler started with seven men….The American Revolution against the 

global British Empire was supported by only 10% of the American populace - a 

comparable number sympathized with the British, and the majority did nothing 

and just watched…Little Prussia with a population of barely 4.5 million held off 

an enemy coalition with a population of 200 million (!) during the Seven Years 

War (1756-1763). 

   Fifth: It does not matter how much a person thinks he has done for the move-

ment.  Another comrade, many other comrades, have done much, much more!  No-

body should tell himself:  “I have done more than the others!”  (Not even if it is 

true.)  Instead he must always try to do still more.  Do not complain about the oth-

er fellow’s shortcomings, instead look in the mirror, and ask yourself: “What have 

I done so far?  What can I do today?”  

   The German patriot Fichte once said that every single person should act as if the 

fate of his nation depended solely on his own actions. 

   Sixth: Every little bit helps.  Nobody knows which straw will break the camel’s 

back…which sticker or newspaper will recruit a new activist…which deed will 

turn the tide of battle.  

   If an entire lifetime of political activism can contribute as much to the survival 

of the White Race as one grain of sand contributes to an entire beach or one drop 

of water contributes to a vast ocean, then it is still worthwhile.  And it is a moral 

necessity. 

   Seventh: A real National Socialist is a fighter.  He does not fight only because it 

is his duty, rather because he could not live with himself, if he gave up.  

   Life is struggle.  We will have enough time for peace in the grave.  Napoleon’s 

Old Guard said: “The Guard can die, but it cannot yield!” 



   Eighth: Our martyrs are our obligation.  

   I myself feel a sacred and PERSONAL duty toward every single comrade who 

has fought, worked, suffered, bled or even died for the National Socialist Idea.  

And I do not mean this just in some abstract, philosophical sense only comprehen-

sible in the mind, rather in a very spiritual sense deep in the heart.  

   For example, I think of our comrade Gottfried Küssel imprisoned in Austria for 

eleven years simply for a non-violence political activity.  Image if after he got out 

of prison he asked me what I was doing for the movement, and I had to reply, “Oh, 

we got tired of politics some time ago, so we dissolved the organization.  Today I 

lead the comfortable life of a businessman and collect stamps as a hobby.” 

   I have had the honor and good fortune to have worked with many truly genuine 

National Socialists – not just healthy young men, but also women, youths, and 

even elderly people – whose tireless efforts for our cause make them comparable 

with the most highly decorated war heroes!  

   Whenever I feel discouraged, I think about these great National Socialists.  Then 

I am overcome with shame for having felt sorry for myself for even one second.  I 

give myself a kick in the pants and tell myself: “No, I cannot let them down!  If 

they could endure and fight on, then I can, too!” 

   Ninth: Adversity is there to be overcome, problems are there to be solved, ene-

mies are there to be defeated, Jews are there to be… 

  



Media Excerpts 
  

The praise from our friends gives us encouragement.  However, the recogni-

tion from our enemies provides an even more persuasive verification of our 

effectiveness.  It is certainly just as sincere, but less biased in our favor.  And 

hence all the more convincing! 

  

   "The underground activity of the NSDAP/AO for the re-creation of a fascist sys-

tem in Germany and Western Europe draws its effectiveness in its struggle against 

the western European state security police forces from its strictly conspiratorial 

work.  As the name itself says, young National Socialists fight for the lifting of the 

NSDAP-ban and for the legalization of their methodology, ideology and politics, 

which are inflammatory, anti-minority and which promote race hatred. 

   "Further strictly confidential material about this organization, which agitates 

across a broad front through its cell system, give certainty that the largely young 

members are fighting terrorists who are responsible for burning refugee homes, 

attacks against the offices of leftist 

parties/organizations, foreigners and 

other illegal actions such as break-ins. 

   "The damage done by the 

NSDAP/AO is hard to estimate.  That 

it must be considerable is demonstrat-

ed by the relatively heavy prison sen-

tences against young activists, if the 

police are able – which seldom hap-

pens – to catch them, as well as by 

the immense distribution of propa-

ganda material and NS regalia, which 

floods Western Europe and is directed 

from the USA. 

   “The long list of activists of the 

NSDAP/AO who have died or com-

mitted suicide is the surest measure 

that these fighters for the National 

Socialist cause are the most hardened 

and fanatical Hitler followers.” - Die 

Reihen fest geschlossen by Georg 

Christians (page 249)   



 


